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The Dead House Sonata is a narrative driven story arc driven action roleplaying game. Playing out over the course of several years, the game will feature player choice and consequences with lasting effects. You play as one of six unique undead characters: Vampires, Ghouls, Revenants,
Liches, Wights, and Wraiths. You will inhabit the world of Malorum, a land of diseased and cursed ruins governed by vultures. The game will feature a rich and intricate lore, asymmetric gameplay, character customization, player choice, and epic bosses. Adventures The Black Moon: You are
one of the last surviving vampires. You need to find the most powerful and vile vampire in order to become a Master of your own blood and to avenge your mentor. The Dead House: You are a ghoul abandoned as a child and sentenced to being a dumpster diver for the living. You have
been on a scavenging mission for food and supplies when a botched deal gets you into more trouble than you bargained for. The Demon's Spawn: You are a re-animated corpse, cursed to roam the lands of Malorum in search of the mortal realm. You find the Demon's Spawn and are
summoned to Malorum in order to fulfil your destiny. The Second Coming: You are a blood hungry Liche who is summoned to Malorum by a group of witches to aid them in a ritual to summon a demon from the underworld. A master of the dark arts, you will shape the flow of events to your
own objectives. The Pure Light: You are a member of an ancient brotherhood of undead warriors who are summoned to Malorum to protect the land from a horde of enemies on the coming of the sun. A horde of undead is coming and you will save the land from that and more!
Unpredictable Story Players will play as and experience unique and unpredictable story, while still keeping the established themes within the Deadhaus lore. The game will contain a persistent world allowing players to continue to play years after they have completed the main narrative as
well as multiple branches to the story, allowing players to make different choices and play through other exciting stories. Not all choices will be relevant in each playthrough, and players will have to keep their game play data separate in order to play the same character again later in the
game. Players are encouraged to read the books and story materials that will be included with the game, and to make the choice

Lock 'n Load Tactical Digital: Heroes Of The Falklands Battlepack 1 Features Key:
Love stories from the Caribbean: Are you a romancer at heart? How about a story of your own about a Caribbean pirate (how awesome is that)? Sea Legends gives you unlimited amounts of themes and rules to compose custom stories with a rich set of choices like story goals,
characters, relationships and time travel!
Single player mode: Have your friends join in and help you write a great story!
Online mode: Play against your friends or play solo with your stories!
Retina support: So that you don't have to keep your iPad/iPhone close to your eye to see what you are writing.
 And yes, pirates can go into the water!

A Pirate's Pleasure: Love Stories from the Caribbean - Screenshots:
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